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Abstract: Recently, alloys have been widely utilized as protection layers for homogenize Li growth.

However, the protective mechanisms for different alloys are not clearly understood. Herein, guided by

the binary phase diagrams, Mg, Au, Zn, Al, Fe and Cu protective layers have been selected for study of

their protective abilities and mechanisms. The selected metals can be classified into three categories

according to the nature of their associated alloy protective layers: (1) Metals with high solubility in Li

while not forming any intermediate line compounds, e.g. Mg, which is good for fast Li stripping. (2)

Metals with limited solid solubility but forming stable line compounds with Li upon the lithiation, e.g.
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Au, Zn, and Al, where the formed stable line compounds LixAu, LixZn, LixAl will hamper Li kinetics.

(3) Metals with negligible mutual solubility and no line compound formation with Li, e.g. Fe and Cu,

which block Li stripping path and therefore result in highest polarization voltage. 

Introduction

The  ever-increasing  demands  of  consumer  electronics  and  grid-scale  storage  have  driven  the

development  of  advanced  battery  systems  with  high  energy  density  and  long  cycling  life.1,  2

Rechargeable lithium metal-based batteries (LMBs) have been considered as one of the most promising

energy storage devices due to the lowest electrode potential (−3.040 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode)

and highest theoretical specific capacity (3,860 mAh/g) of Li metal anode.3, 4 Li metal anode has been

paired  with  conversion  based  cathodes  such  as  sulfur  or  oxygen  to  achieve  high  energy  density

batteries.5, 6, 7, 8 However, dendrite growth and the parasitic reactions between the highly reactive lithium

metal and the organic liquid electrolyte are critical obstacles for commercialization of safe and reliable

LMBs.9,  10,  11,  12,  13 Tremendous  efforts  have  been  taken  to  circumvent  the  safety  challenges  of  Li

anodes.14,  15,  16,  17,  18,  19,  20 For  example,  solid  state  electrolytes,21,  22,  23,  24 engineered  solid-electrolyte

interphases (SEIs)25, 26 and smart separators27 were adopted to suppress dendrite growth. However, the

intrinsic dendritic plating of Li has not yet been fully resolved.  Recently, alloy strategies have been

utilized to homogenize the growth of Li without dendrites. For example,  Au nano-seeds have been

embedded inside carbon nano-shells to  eliminate dendrite growth by LixAu formation.28 LixSi alloy

has also been designed to avoid the intrinsic problems of volume expansion and dendrite growth.10

Other Li-based alloys, such as LixSn,29 LixZn,30 and LixAs,31 have been investigated and their protective

effects were demonstrated. It  is well-known that these effectively protective layers on Li metal are
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dense,  chemically  stable,  and with  good electronic/ionic  conductivity.32,  33,  34,  35 However,  different

protective effects and the corresponding mechanisms for different alloy protective layers are not clearly

understood so far. 

Herein, guided by the binary phase diagrams, a series of metals and their alloys have been selected for

a systematic study of their Li anode protective abilities. We find that, due to the high solubility of Mg

with Li and the lack of rate-limiting phase transition of Li-metal line compound formation in Li-Mg

solid solution, the kinetics of Li insertion and extraction in/from Li-Mg solid solution is fast,  which

reduces the necessary electrochemical driving force (i.e. overpotential) and results in homogeneous Li

plating. Therefore, a Li electrode with Mg-based protective layer improves its cycling life, stability,

and rate capability. In contrast, Au, Zn, and Al have limited solubility in Li and can form stable line

compound  alloy  phases  of  LixAu,  LixZn,  and  LixAl  upon  cycling,  which  results  in  sluggish

electrochemical kinetics of Li in such alloys. The third category of metals, such as Fe and Cu, display

the poorest performance for Li anode protection, due to their insolubility with Li. These results could

guide the design of better protective layer for future high energy density LMBs.

Results and discussion

Selection of metal protective layers according to binary phase diagrams.

Binary phase diagrams were used to identify a series of Li-metal alloys for Li protective layers. Au, Zn,

and  Al  were  selected  as  a  category  of  metals  that  has  a  low  solubility  with  Li  (<1%  at  room

temperature) but can form stable line compound phases upon reaction with Li.28 On the other hand, Fe

and Cu were chosen as a category of metals that have either a negligible solubility with Li (e.g. Fe)36 or

a kinetically slow reaction with Li (e.g. Cu).37 In contrast, Mg was identified as a metal with a very high
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mutual solubility with Li.38 Mg does not form any intermediate line compounds along all the binary

compositions in Mg-Li binary phase diagram.38 Instead, Mg and Li can form a solid solution with 0 to

~68 at.% Mg in Li, and another solid solution of 0 to ~15 at.% Li in Mg. This feature allows part of

surficial Mg atoms to dissolve into Li, which makes Mg film adheres firmly on Li metal surface. 

Fabrication and characterization of metal protective layers. Mg, Au, Zn, Al, Fe and Cu protective

layers  have  been  fabricated  according  to  solution-based  reaction  methods  with  Li  metal.  The

morphology and thickness of the protective layers are characterized by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). Figure 1 shows a comparison of Mg, Zn and Fe protective layers with pristine Li metal surface

without  any  protection  layer.  As  shown  in  Figure  1b,  the  top-view  SEM image  reveals  that  Mg

protective layer is smooth and uniform, which is helpful for uniform deposition of Li-ions. Figure 1c

shows the continuous and compact feature of Zn protective layer. The Fe protective layer also exhibit a

uniform morphology (Figure 1d). 

In order to evaluate how the solubility affects the adhesion of different protective layers with underneath

Li foil,  we do a vertical cutting by blade from protective layer side.  After  cutting by a blade,  Mg

protective layer still shows a good adhesion with Li foil without the sign of peeling off from Li foil

(Figure 1f). For comparison, cracks are shown in the Zn and Fe protective layers (Figure 1g-h) after

cutting,  and Zn, Fe protective  layers  are almost  detached with Li  foil,  which indicates  Zn and Fe

protective layers have poor physical strength and weak adhesion with Li foil. The cutting test indicates

Mg protective layer has the best adhesion with Li metal, which can be attribute to the high solubility of

Mg in Li. 

As shown in Figure S1, the thickness of Mg, Zn and Fe protective layers was measured by cross-
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sectional SEM with a thickness of ~8 μm, ~8 μm and ∼2 μm, respectively, much larger than ~200 nm

calculated from the amount of applied reactants, which may cause by the diffusion of metals in Li and

the volume expanded alloys.  The compositions of the protective layers were characterized by  X-ray

diffraction (XRD). Metallic Mg is the only crystalline phase detected in Mg protective layer (Figure

1j),  which is  consistent  with the  binary phase diagram.  LiZn alloy and metallic  Zn are the main

phases identified in the Zn protective layer (Figure 1k). The presence of metallic Zn indicates that self-

alloying process of Zn with Li is a kinetically limited process. In the Fe protective layer, metallic Fe

is the main crystalline composition (Figure 1l). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) further double

confirmed the compositions of different protective layers (Figure S2). 

Computation of binding energy of Li-Li, Li-Zn and Li-Mg and kinetic characterization of Li-ion

in different metal protective layers. The binding energy of Li-Li, Li-Zn and Li-Mg was calculated to

confirm the difficulty order of Li removal from Li foil,  Zn and Mg protective layers. As shown in

Figure 2a, the binding energy of Li-Li, Li-Zn and Li-Mg was calculated to be -1.60 eV, -0.45 eV and -

0.13 eV, respectively.  The lower the binding energy, the more stable of the structure. The binding

energy calculation illustrated that the structural stability order is Li-Li＞Li-Zn＞Li-Mg, which indicated

Li removal kinetics from Mg protective layer is fastest.  Further, to compare the kinetics of Li losing

electron on different protective layers, charge transfer resistances (Rct) of the protected Li electrodes

were  evaluated  via electrochemical  impedance  spectroscopy  (EIS)  in  symmetric  cells  (Li  with

protective  layer  ||electrolyte||  Li  with  protective  layer).  The  high-frequency  semicircles  are  good

indicators of the Rct at the electrode-electrolyte interface. According to the equation of Rct=RT/nFi0 (R

is Moore constant, T is Fahrenheit temperature, n is transfer electron number and i0 is the exchange
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current density), we know that if Rct is smaller, i0 will be greater, and more electron will be transferred.

As shown in  Figure  2b,  because  of  the  unavoidable  formation  of  solid  electrolyte  interface  (SEI)

between  fresh  Li  metal  and  carbonate  electrolyte,  the  blank  cell  shows  an  extremely  high  initial

interfacial resistance of ~443 ohms. Remarkably, the symmetric cell with Mg protective layer shows

the lowest charge transfer resistances (~77 ohms), which reflects that in the Mg protective layer Li atom

owns the highest capacity of losing electron. For the symmetric cells with Zn and Fe protective layers, a

much high resistance of ~145 and ~181 ohms could be observed (Figure 2b), which indicates Li atom

lose electron is a difficult  process in Zn and Fe protective layers, especially in Fe protective layer.

These results indicate that Li is hard to strip from Zn, Fe protective layer than Mg protective layer. EIS

of the symmetric cells was also measured after 10 cycles at a current density of 1 mA/cm2 (Figure 2c).

For the blank symmetric  cell,  the charge transfer resistance rapidly decreased to ~85 ohms mainly

because of the broken SEI layer as well as largely increased surface area caused by dendrite growth.

Meanwhile, the impedances of symmetric cells with Zn, Fe and Mg protective layers decreased to 39

ohms, 44 ohms and 21 ohms, respectively. These results further demonstrate that Li-ion transportation

in the Mg protective layer is the fastest among Mg, Zn and Fe protective layers at both the initial and

the cycled states. 

Electrochemical characterization of the protective effect of different protective layers. To further

validate  the  function  of  the  different  protective  layers,  long-term Li  stripping/plating  performance

measurements  were  carried  out  in  two-electrode  symmetric  cells.  A  practical  capacity  of  Li

stripping/plating (2 mAh·cm-2) was employed in each discharge/charge cycle for all samples. Figure

3a1-g1 show the voltage profiles as a function of time for Li electrodes with different protective layers.
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The polarization voltage of the symmetric cell without protective layer increases gradually after 25

cycles and  the corresponding SEM images after 5 cycles show that Li foil surface is covered with

numerous entangled dendrites (Figure 3a2, a3). In contrast, the symmetric cell with Mg protective layer

shows the best performance that maintains stable cycling over 100 cycles and the overpotential as low

as 0.07 V (Figure 3b1), which confirm the fast kinetics of Li stripping with Mg protective layer. The

corresponding SEM image of the Mg protective layer after 5 cycles shows a smooth and uniform Li

deposition morphology without Li protrusions (Figure 3b2). In the magnified SEM image (Figure 3b3),

densely packed nodule-like Li crystals can be seen on the Mg protective layer. For the cases with Au,

Zn, and Al protective layers, the cells’ cycling performances were improved compared to that of the

blank cell but weren’t as good as Mg case. As shown in Figure 3c1, d1 and e1, the cycling life of

symmetric cells with Au, Al and Zn protective layers can reach 90 cycles, 40 cycles and 50 cycles,

respectively. The polarization voltages with Au, Al and Zn protective layers were 0.105 V, 0.118 V and

0.094 V in the first decades cycles and gradually increase with time. The higher polarization voltage

with Au, Al and Zn protective layers suggested alloy protective layers hamper lithium kinetics. The

SEM observation reveals that tiny dendrites growth can be seen on the Au, Al and Zn protective layers

after cycling (Figure 3c2, c3, d2, d3, e2 and e3). As for Fe and Cu cases, the cycle lives with Fe and Cu

protective  layers  were  60  cycles  (Figure  3f1)  and  25  cycles  (Figure  3g1),  respectively,  and  the

polarization  voltages  of  first  cycle  are  as  high  as  0.35  V  and  0.94  V,  which  show  the  highest

polarization voltage among Mg, Au, Al, Zn, Fe, Cu cases. The SEM images in Figure 3f2, f3, g2 and

g3 evidence that cracks and dendrites are also generated on cycled Fe and Cu protective layers due to

the negligible solubility with Li or a kinetically slow reaction with Li.
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To clarify the composition  change of the protective  layers after  Li  stripping,  XPS and XRD were

utilized to characterize the retrieved Li electrodes of stripping states after 5 cycles at a current density

of 1 mA/cm2. For the Li electrode with Mg protective layer, metallic Mg and Li be detected by XRD

after cycling (Figure 4a). Also, metallic Mg (50.6 eV) and Li (56 eV) can be detected by XPS. XPS is

surface sensitive tool, and the coexistence of Li and Mg in the surface confirm the high diffusivity of Li

in Mg, which result in low polarization voltage. While in the Zn protective layer, LiZn alloy is the only

Zn containing phase that can be detected by XRD (Figure 4b). Combined with above computation and

electrochemical results, a reasonable inference can be made that the stripped Li should be from LiZn

alloy and underneath Li will compensate Li loss in LiZn alloy protective layer. LiZn alloy is more

stable than Li-Mg solution and more energy is need to remove Li from LiZn alloy, which results in a

slow electrochemical kinetics and high polarization voltage in LiZn alloy case. In Zn 2p XPS spectra

(Figure 4e), ZnCO3, ZnO and LiZn peaks are observed at 1022.8 eV, 1022.3 eV and 1021.7 eV, which

indicates Zn protective layer is not as robust as Mg protective layer to resist the attack of electrolyte.

As to the Fe protective layer, Fe signal is absent in both XRD (Figure 4c) and XPS (Figure 4f) test after

cycling, which can be attributed to the thick lithium dendrite growth on the surface of Fe protective

layer. 

In order to demonstrate the effect of these protective layers, full cells were constructed using a LiCoO2

(LCO) cathode paired a bare Li metal anode or Li anodes with Mg, Zn and Fe protective layers. As

shown in Figure S5, higher capacity was consistently retained with Mg protective layer, especially at
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higher rates, which indicate the fast Li stripping kinetics with Mg protective layer. The LCO/bare Li

cell only offers capacities of 135 mAh·g-1 at 0.4 C, 128 mAh·g-1 at 1 C, 120 mAh·g-1 at 2 C, 110 mAh·g-

1 at 4 C and 80 mAh·g-1 at 8 C. In comparison, the LCO/Li cell with Mg protective layer shows 150

mAh·g-1 at 0.4 C, 146 mAh·g-1 at 1 C, 141 mAh·g-1 at 2 C, 131 mAh·g-1 at 4 C and 114 mAh·g-1 at 8 C.

After  resetting the rate  back to 1 C, the LCO/Li with Mg protective layer  can maintain  its  initial

capacity. Although LCO/Li cells with Zn and Fe protective layers show comparable rate performances

as LCO/bare Li at low rates, the capacities decay quickly at high rates, confirming the sluggish Li-ion

kinetics in Zn and Fe based protective layers under high current densities. It should be noted that the

capacity of the LCO/Li cell with Mg protective layer shows much better retention compared to those of

with Zn, Fe protective layers and the blank cell (Figure S5b). The significant capacity decay after long

cycling in the blank cell and LCO/Li cell with Zn and Fe protective layers may be ascribed to the

constant consumption of electrolytes caused by the growth of Li dendrites. 

Based on the discussion above, the protective mechanisms of three categories of selected metals during

Li plating/ stripping process can be summarized in Figure 5. In the stripping process, Li will strip

smoothly from Li-Mg solid solution because of the low Li removal energy from Li-Mg solid solution,

which is of importance for fast Li removal kinetics. While in the Au, Zn and Al protective layers cases,

take LixZn as example, Li will strip from stable line compounds LixZn during the stripping process

because of the lower binding energy of Li-Zn than Li-Li, and underneath Li will compensate Li loss of

stable line compounds LixAu, LixZn, LixAl. Due to the high stability of line compounds LixAu, LixZn,

LixAl, more energy is needed to remove Li from LixAu, LixZn, LixAl protective layers than in Li-Mg
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solid solution situation, which result in high polarization voltage of this category protective layer. For

Fe and Cu protective layers, due to either a negligible solubility with Li (e.g. Fe) or a kinetically slow

reaction with Li (e.g. Cu), this category protective layer will block Li stripping path and result in high

polarization voltage. For the plating process, Li will plate smoothly in the Mg protective layer case due

to the high solubility of Li in Mg. For the Au, Zn, Al, Fe and Cu cases, Li will plate uniformly on these

protective layers at early Li deposition stage due to the limited solubility of Li in these metals, while

with the deposited Li increasing, these protective layers will be over-lithiated and tiny dendrites will

protrude gradually.  For Fe and Cu protective layers, Li will plate directly on the surface and form

dendrites due to the negligible mutual solubility of Li with Fe or Cu.  

Conclusion

In summary, three categories of metals and associated alloys have been systematically investigated to

identify their protective effect on Li metal anode. The experimental results show that the Mg protective

layer exhibits much better cycling life, and lower voltage polarization than that of Au, Al, Zn, Fe, and

Cu protective layers. It demonstrates that the metal with a high solubility in Li and lack of rate-limiting

line compounds will facilitate homogenous Li plating and contribute to better battery performance. The

excellent stability of the Mg protective layer is confirmed by the significantly improved performance of

LCO/Li full cells. The finding could provide guidance for future design of solid interfaces toward high

performance and safe Li metal batteries.

Experimental methods

Preparation of the protected lithium electrode.  Electrode preparation was carried out in an argon-

filled glove box (O2 level <10 ppm and H2O level < 0.5 ppm). Lithium metal foil (99.9%, Aldrich) was
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polished to get a shiny surface. After polishing, 50  μL carbonate-based electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in 1:1

EC/DEC, BASF) with 50 mM different additives was dropped onto the lithium foil. 

Electrochemical  testing. To  investigate  the  electrochemical performances  of  protected  and

unprotected Li metal, symmetric type-2032 coin cells were assembled with two identical electrodes.

The impedance spectra were recorded over the frequency from 100 kHz to 100 mHz using a Bio-Logic

VMP3 system.  For the fabrication of  LCO cathode, a LCO slurry containing  LCO: Super P: PVDF

=70:20:10 was coated onto an Al foil with a total mass loading of ~3 mg/cm2 and dried at 80 oC under

vacuum for 2 days. Coin cells were assembled using a Li metal foil as counter/reference electrode.

Galvanostatic  cycling of symmetric  Li metal  cells  and  Li-LCO  cells  were carried out on a LAND

battery testing system with the potential range of 3.0-4.2 V (vs. Li/Li+).

Characterizations.  The pristine and cycled Li metal electrodes  were mounted onto SEM stages and

sealed in Ar-filled transfer vessels for immediate SEM (FEI Quanta 200) observation. Powder X-ray

diffraction was performed on a PANalytical X’Pert with Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation. The XRD samples

were  sealed  with  Kapton tape  (DuPont).  XPS analysis  was performed on PHI Versa  Probe 5000,

Physical Electronics, USA. For sputter depth profiling, Ar+ ions of  2  keV energy at a scan size of  1

mm×1 mm was utilized.
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Figure 1 | Characterization of different protective layers. SEM images of the metallic Li surface (a)
without protective layer, (b) with Mg protective layer (MgPL), (c) with Zn protective layer (ZnPL), and
(d) with Fe protective layer (FePL). Cross-sectional SEM images of lithium surface after bending of (e)
without protective layer, (f) with MgPL, (g) with ZnPL and (h) with FePL. XRD characterizations of Li
surface (i) without protective layer, (g) with MgPL, (k) with ZnPL, and (l) with FePL, respectively.

Figure 2 | Computation of binding energy of Li-Li, Li-Zn and Li-Mg and kinetic characterization
of Li-ion in different metal protective layers. (a) The binding energy of Li-Li, Li-Zn and Li-Mg was
calculated by density functional theory (DFT). Nyquist plots of the impedance spectra of the symmetric
Li cells without protective layer (black), with Mg protective layer (red), Zn protective layer (blue) and
Fe protective layer (purple) (a) at initial state and (b) after 10 cycles at a current density of 1 mA/cm2.
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Figure  3  |  Electrochemical  performance  of  different  protective  layers  and  corresponding
morphological evolution. (a1-g1) The voltage profiles with different protective layers as a function of
time at the current density of 2 mA/cm2, and (a2-g2, a3-g3) the corresponding SEM images of lithium
metal retrieved from electrolyte after 5 cycles. Scale bar: 50 m and 5 m.

Figure 4 |  Characterization of the components of protective layers  on cycled Li anode.  XRD
characterization for the composition of (a) Mg, (b) Zn and (c) Fe protective layers after 5 cycles in
symmetric cells at a current density of 1 mA/cm2. 
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Figure 5 | Schematic diagram showing the Li plating with different protective layers.
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